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would greatly complicate matters. To get around all this work
and to show that the theory really holds, we substitute points on
some particular equipotential line, say the diagonal of the square
plate, in the equation. It is found upon ·doing so that the diagonal
turns out to ·be a line of zero potential, just what •we would expect.
All point•s between this line and the positive side of the plate will
be at positive potential; and all points between this line and the
negative side of the plate will be at negative potential. Since the
Hnes of equipotential are just what the name infers, we knorw that
if a succession of points is substituted in the equation, the resulting potentials would be the same.
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(ABSTRACT)
It has been generally assumed that the efficiency of a diffusing
borwl is independent of the intensity of the source of light providing the color is kept constant. .As preliminary experiments indicated that this rnnclusion was not justified, a .special photometer
was constructed a.nd measurements were made by eleven independernt •observers on different types of diffusing bowls and lamps.
The results show ( 1) that the efficiency of a bowl is a function of
the lamp wattage, the color of the lamp remaining the same; and
(2) that the shape of the efficiency-wattage curve depend•s upon
the color of the source.
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